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Let x , . . . , x be an R-sequence in a commutative ring R and let I be a1 d
 e1 edmonomial idea so I is generated by elements of the form x ??? x , where each1 d
.  .e is a nonnegative integer . The main results of this paper: a establish a practicali
 .formula which computes the monomial length of I when Rad I s
 . .  .Rad x , . . . , x R ; b determine necessary and sufficient conditions for the1 d
 .intersection of finitely many monomial ideals to again be a monomial ideal; c
show that if C, the set of all monomial ideals in R that contain I, is closed under
finite intersections, then each ideal J in C has a unique decomposition as an
 a1 ah .irredundant finite intersection of ideals of the form x , . . . , x R, where t is at 1. t h.
 4  4permutation of 1, . . . , d , h g 1, . . . , d , and a , . . . , a are positive integers; and,1 h
 .d give additional results for certain form rings and Rees rings of R, related to the
unique parametric decomposition theorem. Q 1997 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Throughout this paper, R is a commutative ring with identity 1 / 0, and
w xthe terminology is generally the same as that in M, N, ZS .
 .Let x , . . . , x be an R-sequence, let X s x , . . . , x R, and let I be a1 d 1 d
 e1 ed.monomial ideal that is, an ideal generated by monomials x ??? x . In1 d
w  .  .x  .  .HRS1, 4.1 , 4.10 the authors showed that if Rad I s Rad X , then I
has a unique parametric decomposition that is, there exist a finite number
 a1 ad. of uniquely determined ideals of the form x , . . . , x R where each1 d
. . a ) 0 whose intersection is I . This result is clear if d s 1, so the proofi
w x .in HRS1 was for the case d ) 1. The purpose of the present paper is to
w xapply and extend the results in HRS1 .
Specifically, in Section 2 we compute the monomial length of I as an
alternating sum of terms which arise from a certain matrix which is
determined by the parametric decomposition mentioned in the preceding
paragraph. Then we prove the well known result that the Hilbert length of
I n is given by a polynomial, we use corner-elements to show that if
 . w b x  b b . dI s y , . . . , y R, then the monomial length of I s y , . . . , y R is b1 k 1 m
times the monomial length of I for all positive integers b, and then we
sharpen these results in the case when I is a parameter ideal.
Next, in Section 3 we generalize the classical result about the intersec-
tion of monomial ideals and give several characterizations of when the
intersection of finitely many monomial ideals is again a monomial ideal. In
particular, we show that this holds in the following cases: each monomial
ideal is closed in the X-adic topology on R; X is contained in the
Jacobson radical of a Noetherian ring; or, x , . . . , x is a permutable1 d
R-sequence in a Noetherian ring R.
Then in Section 4 we show that, when the intersection of finitely many
monomial ideals is a monomial ideal, each monomial ideal I has a unique
  .  ..generalized-parametric decomposition see 4.6 and 4.9 .
Finally, Section 5 contains several results concerning generalized-para-
metric decompositions of monomial ideals, that are related to I, in certain
Rees rings and form rings.
The results in this paper add to the rapidly growing literature on
monomial ideals. Such ideals have a number of interesting and useful
properties, and herein we prove a number of new results which we think
will be useful in future research in this classical area.
2. THE MONOMIAL LENGTH OF A MONOMIAL IDEAL
 .In this section we consider the monomial length l I of a monomialm
 .  .ideal I such that Rad I s Rad X . Among other things, we show that
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 .  .l I is equal to the number of monomials that are not in I, that l I canm m
be computed as an alternating sum by using the I-corner-elements, that
 .  .  n.there exists a polynomial f T such that f n s l I for all large n, andm
 wbx. d  ..   .  ..that l I s b l I see 2.7 and 2.9.1 , and then sharpened ver-m m
sions are given when I is a parameter ideal. To prove these results we
need several definitions and some notation, so we begin with these.
 .  .2.1 DEFINITION. Let R be a ring, let x , . . . , x d ) 1 be an R-1 d
 .sequence, and let X s x , . . . , x R. Then:1 d
 .  . e1 ed2.1.1 A monomial in x , . . . , x is a power product x ??? x ,1 d 1 d
where e , . . . , e are nonnegative integers so a monomial is either a1 d
.nonunit or the element 1 , and a monomial ideal is an ideal generated by
monomials.
 .  .2.1.2 A parameter ideal in x , . . . , x is an ideal of the form1 d
x a1 , . . . , x ad R , .1 d
where a , . . . , a are positive integers. So the parameter ideal1 d
 a1 ad.x , . . . , x R is a monomial ideal that is generated by the R-sequence1 d
a1 ad . e1 ed  .x , . . . , x . If f s x ??? x is a monomial, then P f denotes the1 d 1 d
 e1q1 edq1 .   . .parameter ideal x , . . . , x R. Note that if f s 1, then P f s X.1 d
( )And if a , . . . , a are positive integers, then we let P a , . . . , a denote the1 d 1 d
 a1 ad.   .  . a1y1parameter ideal x , . . . , x R so P a , . . . , a s P f , where f s x1 d 1 d 1
ady1 .??? x .d
 .2.1.3 Let J be a monomial ideal. Then a J-corner-element is a
monomial z such that z f J and zx g J for i s 1, . . . , d.i
 .  .  .2.1.4 If J is a monomial ideal such that Rad J s Rad X , then
 .  .s J denotes the number of monomials including 1 that are not in J.
 . ( )   .2.1.5 If J is an ideal, then l J denotes the length of J so l J is
.the maximum length of a chain of ideals between R and J , and if J is a
( )   .monomial ideal, then l J denotes the monomial length of J so l J ism m
.the maximum length of a chain of monomial ideals between R and J .
 .  .  .2.2 Remark. 2.2.1 It should be noted that when computing l I ,m
the largest two ideals in chains of monomial ideals between R and I are
R > X.
 . w x2.2.2 Let A s Z X , . . . , X be the polynomial ring in d indeter-1 d
minates over the rational integers Z, so X , . . . , X is an A-sequence.1 d
 . e1 edThen: a if p s x ??? x is a monomial in R, then p * will be used to1 d
denote the corresponding monomial X e1 ??? X ed in A, and if I s1 d
 .p , . . . , p R is a monomial ideal in R, then I* denotes the monomial1 n
 U U .  . a1 adideal p , . . . , p A; b if h s X ??? X is a monomial in A, then h91 n 1 d
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will be used to denote the corresponding monomial x a1 ??? x ad in R, and if1 d
 .J s h , . . . , h A is a monomial ideal in A, then J9 denotes the monomial1 n
 X X . ideal h , . . . , h R. It is clear that there exists a one-to-one correspon-1 n
 .dence between the monomials p resp., monomial ideals I in R and the
 . UX monomials h resp., monomial ideals J in A given by p s p resp.,
.  .I s I*9 and h s h9* resp., J s J9* . Also, it is clear that this correspon-
 .dence preserves inclusions, that I resp., J is a parameter ideal if and only
 .  .  .if I* resp., J9 is a parameter ideal, and that Rad I s Rad X if and
 .  . .only if Rad I* s X , . . . , X A.1 d
 .  .  .2.2.3 If I is a monomial ideal such that Rad I s Rad X , then
 .  .  .  .  .l I s s I s s I* s l I* , where I* is as in 2.2.2 for A sm m
w xZ X , . . . , X .1 d
 .2.2.4 If H ; K are monomial ideals, then there exist no monomial
 .ideals strictly between them if and only if K s H, z R for some H-
corner-element z.
 .2.2.5 If X is the maximal ideal in a regular local ring R of altitude
 .  .d ) 1, and if I is a monomial ideal such that Rad I s X, then l I sm
 .l I .
 .  .  .Proof. For 2.2.3 , it is clear that l I* s l I* , and it is readilym
 .  .  .  .  .checked that s I* s l I* , so l I* s l I* s s I* . Also, by the one-m
 .  .to-one correspondence noted at the end of 2.2.2 it follows that l I sm
 .  .  .  .  .  .l I* and s I s s I* , so it follows that l I s l I* s s I* sm m m
 .s I .
 .  .For 2.2.4 , assume first that K s H, z R for some H-corner-element z
and suppose that there exists a monomial ideal J such that H ; J ; K.
 .Let w be a monomial in J y H. Then w g K s H, z R, so w g zR, by
w  .x w  .xHRS1, 2.2.1 . Therefore w s zf for some monomial f , by HRS1, 2.2.2 .
and f / 1, since J / K. However, since z is an H-corner-element, it
follows that w s zf g H, and this is a contradiction. Therefore there does
not exist a monomial ideal strictly between H and K.
For the converse let z be a monomial in K, f H. If zx f H for somei
 .  .  .i s 1, . . . , d, then H ; H, zx R : K, so H, zx R s H, z R, by hypoth-i i
 . wesis. Therefore, since z f H and z g H, zx R, it follows from HRS1,i
 .x2.2.1 that z g zx R, and this is a contradiction. Therefore z f H andi
zx g H for i s 1, . . . , d, hence z is an H-corner-element.i
 .Finally, for 2.2.5 let I s I ; I ; ??? ; I s X ; I s R be a satu-0 1 ny1 n
 .rated chain of monomial ideals between R and I. Then 2.2.4 shows that,
 .for i s 1, . . . , n, I s I , z R for some I -corner-element z . Theni iy1 i iy1 i
z X : I , so since X is the maximal ideal in R there are no ideals strictlyi iy1
 .  .between I and I . Therefore it follows that l I G l I , and it is cleariy1 i m
 .  .  .  .that l I F l I ; hence it follows that l I s l I .m m
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 .  .  .2.3 Notation. Let I be a monomial ideal such that Rad I s Rad X ,
let z , . . . , z be the I-corner-elements, and let z s x aj, 1 . . . x aj, d for j s1 m j 1 d
 .1, . . . , m so the a are nonnegative integers . Let Z be the m by dj, i
 w  .  .xparameter matrix of I by HRS1, 3.2 , 4.9 , I uniquely determines
.  .z , . . . , z and conversely , so the h, k -entry of Z is the positive integer1 m
ma ma q 1. Now construct a new matrix Z with d rows and h, k ks1  /k
columns as follows: For integers j , . . . , j such that 1 F j - ??? - j F m1 k 1 k
 .  4let min Z; i; j , . . . , j s min a , . . . , a q 1 for i s 1, . . . , d. Then the1 k j , i j , i1 k
m a .  .first m s columns of Z have ith entry min Z; i; j /1
m .for j s 1, . . . , m so these columns are the rows of Z ; the next  /2
a  .   .  .  .columns of Z have ith entry min Z; i; j, k with j, k s 1, 2 , . . . , 1, m ,
m a .  .  ..2, 3 , . . . , 2, m , . . . , m y 1, m ; the next columns of Z have ith /3
 .   .  .  .entry min Z ; i; j, k , l with j, k , l s 1, 2, 3 , . . . , 1, 2, m ,
 .  .  .  . 1, 3, 4 , . . . , 1, 3, m , . . . , 1, m y 1, m , 2, 3, 4 , . . . , m y 2, m y
m..  .  .1, m ; ??? ; and min Z; i; 1, 2, . . . , m is the ith entry of the last s  /m
a  . d  ..column of Z . Finally, let p Z; j , . . . , j s  min Z; i; j , . . . , j , so1 k is1 1 k
 . ap Z; j , . . . , j is the product of the d entries of the column of Z that1 k
 .has min Z; i; j , . . . , j as its ith entry.1 k
 .  .2.4 THEOREM. With the notation of 2.3 ,
m
ky1
s I s y1 p Z ; j , . . . , j s l I . .  .  .  .  1 k m
ks1 1Fj - ??? -j Fm1 k
 .Moreo¨er, there exists a polynomial f T of degree d and with rational
 .  n.  n.coefficients such that f n s l I s s I for all large n.m
 .Proof. Let C z denote the set of all lattice points which correspond toj
 . < <monomials that are not in P z , and for a finite set S let S denote thej
cardinality of S.
 .Now by definition, s I is the number of monomials that are not in I,
w  .x   . 4and by HRS1, 4.1 I s F P z ; j s 1, . . . , m . Therefore, with thej
 . <  .  . <notation of the preceding paragraph, s I s C z j ??? j C z , and by1 m
<  .De Morgan's formula for cardinality of the union of finite sets, C z1
 . < m w .ky1 <  .  . <xj ??? j C z s  y1  C z l ??? l C z , som ks1 1F j - ??? - j F m j j1 k 1 k
m
ky1
s I s y1 C z l ??? l C z . .  .  .  .  j j1 k
ks1 1Fj - ??? -j Fm1 k
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b1 bd  .  .Now, for a monomial x ??? x , the lattice point b , . . . , b is in C z1 d 1 d j1
 .  . l ??? l C z if and only if b - min Z; h; j , . . . , j for h s 1, . . . , d byj h 1 kk
 ..the definition of min Z; h; j , . . . , j . Therefore by the definition of1 k
 . <  .p Z; j , . . . , j , the number of such monomials is C z l ??? l1 k j1
 . <  . C z s p Z ; j , . . . , j since b can take on the valuesj 1 k hk
 . .  .0, 1, . . . , min Z; h; j , . . . , j y 1 for h s 1, . . . , d ; hence s I s1 k
m w .ky1  .x  .  .  . y1  p Z; j , . . . , j , and s I s l I by 2.2.3 .ks1 1F j - ? ? ?- j F m 1 k m1 k
 .Therefore the first conclusion follows from this and 2.2.3 .
 .Finally, with the notation of 2.2.2 , it is well known that there exists a
 .polynomial f T of degree d and with rational coefficients such that
 .  n. n n  n.f n s l I* for all large n. Also, it is clear that I* s I *, so l I* s
 n .  n.  n.  .  .  n.l I * s l I s s I , by 2.2.3 , so it follows that f n s l I sm m
n .s I for all large n,
 .Actually, 2.4 is fairly useful when computing the length of a monomial
ideal. We give one indication of this in the following three simple exam-
 .ples, and a better indication of it is given in the proof of 2.9.1 .
 .  .   . .2.5 EXAMPLE. 2.5.1 . Let R, M s x, y R be a regular local ring
 4 3 2 5 7.  .  .of altitude two and let I s x , x y , xy , y , so l I s l I . Then itm
w  .x 6 2 4 3follows from HRS1, 3.14 that the I-corner-elements are y , x y , x y.
Therefore Z is the 3 by 2 matrix with rows 1 7, 3 5, and 4 2, so Za is the 2
 .by 7 matrix with rows 1 3 4 1 1 3 1 and 7 5 2 5 2 2 2; hence 2.4 shows that
 . w . .  . .  . .x w . .  . .  . .x w . .xl I s 1 7 q 3 5 q 4 2 y 1 5 q 1 2 q 3 2 q 1 2 s 19.m
 .   . .2.5.2 Let R, M s x, y, z R be a regular local ring of altitude
 3 2 2 2 2 .  .  .three and let I s x , x y, x z, y , z R, so l I s l I . Then it followsm
w  .x 2from HRS1, 3.14 that the I-corner-elements are x , xyz. Therefore Z is
the 2 by 3 matrix with rows 3 1 1 and 2 2 2, so Za is the 3 by 3 matrix with
 .  . w . . .rows 3 2 2, 1 2 1, and 1 2 1; hence 2.4 shows that l I s 3 1 1 qm
 . . .x w . . .x2 2 2 y 2 1 1 s 9.
 .2.5.3 Let x , . . . , x be an R-sequence in a local ring R, let1 d
a , . . . , a be positive integers, and let I be the parameter ideal1 d
 a1 ad. w  .xx , . . . , x R. Then HRS1, 4.8 shows that the I-corner-element is1 d
x a1y1 ??? x ady1 . Therefore Z is the 1 by d matrix whose row has ith entry1 d
a T  .  .a , so Z is the d by 1 matrix Z the transpose of Z ; hence 2.4 showsi
 .that l I s a ??? a .m 1 d
 .For a better application of 2.4 , we need the following two propositions,
which are of some interest in their own right.
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 .  .2.6 PROPOSITION. Let I be the parameter ideal P a , . . . , a . Then the1 d
n q d y 2n a y11I -corner-elements are the monomials zp , where z s x ???1 /d y 1
ady1 a1 e1 ad ed ny1 x is the I-corner-element and p is a generator x ??? x of I sod 1 d
.e , . . . , e are nonnegati¨ e integers that sum to n y 1 .1 d
w  .  .x a1y1 ady1Proof. It is shown in HRS1, 4.1 , 2.1.2 that z s x ??? x is1 d
the unique I-corner-element. Also, y s x a1, . . . , y s x ad is an R-1 1 d d
w  .x n sequence, so HRS1, 3.4 shows that the I -corner-elements for the
n q d y 2 ny1.R-sequence y , . . . , y are the monomial generators of I .1 d  /d y 1
Therefore, if p is one of these generators, then p f I n and p y g I n fori
i s 1, . . . , d. It is then readily checked that zp f I n and that zp x g I ni
n q d y 2 nfor i s 1, . . . , d, so the elements zp are among the I -corner- /d y 1
 .elements for x , . . . , x .1 d
n  .Now let w be an I -corner-element for x , . . . , x . Then w is a1 d
monomial in x , . . . , x , say w s x m1 ??? x m d, w f I n, and wx g I n for1 d 1 d i
i s 1, . . . , d. For i s 1, . . . , d there exist integers p , q , r , and s such thati i i i
0 F r - a , 0 F s - a , m s q a q r , and m q 1 s p a q s so p gi i i i i i i i i i i i i
 4 .q , q q 1 and p s q q 1 if and only if r s a y 1 . Then q q ??? qqi i i i i i 1 d
 n.- n since w f I and for i s 1, . . . , d we have m q ??? q1
 .  .  .m q m q 1 q m q ??? qm s q a q r q ??? q q a q riy1 i iq1 d 1 1 1 iy1 iy1 iy1
 .  .  .q p a q s q q a q r q ??? q q a q r is such that qi i i iq1 iq1 iq1 d d d 1
 n.q ??? qq q p q q q ??? qq s n since wx g I . Therefore it fol-iy1 i iq1 d i
lows that r s a y 1 and that q q ??? qq s n y 1, so w s x q1 a1qa 1y1 ???i i 1 d 1
x qd adqa dy1 s zp , where p s x q1 a1 ??? x qd ad is a monomial generator ofd 1 d
n q d y 2ny1 nI . Therefore every I -corner-element is one of the elements /d y 1
zp of the preceding paragraph.
 .  .For 2.8 ] 2.10 we need the following definition.
 .  .2.7 DEFINITION. Let b s b , . . . , b , where b , . . . , b are positive1 d 1 d
a1 ad  .integers, let f s x ??? x be a monomial, and let I s y , . . . , y R be a1 d 1 k
monomial ideal. Then f b denotes the monomial x a1 b1 ??? x ad bd, and I wbx1 d
 b b.denotes the ideal y , . . . , y R.1 k
 .  .2.8 PROPOSITION. Let I s y , . . . , y R be a monomial ideal such that1 k
 .  . aj, 1Rad I s Rad X , let z , . . . , z be the I-corner-elements, and let z s x1 m j 1
??? x aj, d. Also, let b , . . . , b be positi¨ e integers. Then the I wbx-corner-elementsd 1 d
are the m monomials w s x b1 aj, 1qb 1y1 ??? x bd aj, dqb dy1 .j 1 d
w  .xProof. This was proved in HRS1, 4.16 in the case b s ??? s b , and1 d
the proof for the present more general result is the same.
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 .  .  .2.9 THEOREM. Let I be a monomial ideal such that Rad I s Rad X
and let b , . . . , b be positi¨ e integers. Then:1 d
 .  wbx.  .  .2.9.1 s I s b ??? b s I .1 d
 .  b1 bd.  n. 2.9.2 If I is the monomial idea x , . . . , x R, then s I s b1 d 1
.  n.??? b s X for all positi¨ e integers n.d
 .Proof. For 2.9.1 , let z , . . . , z be the I-corner-elements and let1 m
aj, 1 aj, d  . wbxz s x ??? x . Then 2.8 shows that the I -corner-elements are the mj 1 d
monomials w s x b1 aj, 1qb 1y1 ??? x bd aj, dqb dy1 . Therefore the parameter ma-j 1 d
  ..  wbx. trix see 2.3 Z of I resp., W of I has a q 1 resp., b a q b sh, k k h, k k
 .  .  .b a q 1 as its h, k -entry. Therefore min W; i; j , . . . , j sk h, k 1 k
 .b min Z; i; j , . . . , j for all choices of j , . . . , j such that 1 F j - ??? -i 1 k 1 k 1
 .  .  .j F m, so p W; j , . . . , j s b ??? b p Z; j , . . . , j . Therefore each ofk 1 k 1 d 1 k
 wbx.  .the inner summands in the formula for s I in 2.4 is equal to b ??? b1 d
 .  wbx.times the corresponding summand in the formula for s I ; hence s I
 .  .s b ??? b s I .1 d
 . w  .  .xFor 2.9.2 let n be a positive integer. Then by HRS1, 4.1 , 2.1.2 , 1
 b1y1 bdy1 .  .resp., x ??? x is the unique corner-element of X resp., I , so1 d
n q d y 2n .2.6 shows that the X -corner-elements are the monomial /d y 1
e1 ed ny1 generators z s x ??? x of X so the e are nonnegative inte-e , . . . , e 1 d i1 d
n q d y 2n.gers that sum to n y 1 and that the I -corner-elements are the  /d y 1
monomial generators w s x b1 e1qb 1y1 ??? x bd edqb dy1 of I ny1. There-e , . . . , e 1 d1 d n n .  .  .  .fore it follows as in the proof of 2.9.1 that s I s b ??? b s X ,1 d
 .2.10 COROLLARY. Let a , . . . , a be positi¨ e integers and let I s1 d
d q n y 1n n .  .  .  . P a , . . . , a . Then l I s s I s a ??? a s a ???1 d m 1 d 1 /n y 1
.  .  .  .  .a n n q 1 ??? n q d y 1 rd!. Therefore the polynomial f T of 2.4 for Id
is
f T s a ??? a T T q 1 ??? T q d y 1 rd! .  .  .  .1 d
 .  n.and f n s s I for all n G 1.
 n.  n.  .  .Proof. Since l I s s I , by 2.4 , it suffices by 2.9.2 to show thatm
d q n y 1n .s X s . For this, it is clear that there exists a one-to-one /n y 1
correspondence between the monomials that are not in X n and the
d-tuples of nonnegative integers whose entries sum to k s 0, 1, . . . , n y 1.
Therefore it suffices to count the number of such d-tuples.
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d y 1For this, it is clear that there is 1 s such d-tuples whose entries /0
dsum to 0; there are d s such d-tuples whose entries sum to 1; there /1
d q 1are such d-tuples whose entries sum to 2; ??? ; and, there are /2
d q n y 2 such d-tuples whose entries sum to n y 1. Therefore there are /n y 1
k d q n y 1dqny2  .  . s s n n q 1 ??? n q d y 1 rd! such d-ksdy1  /  /k y d q 1 n y 1
tuples.
 .  .  .2.11 Remark. If I s P a , . . . , a is a parameter ideal, and if s J1 d k
denotes the number of monomials of degree k that are not in the
d q k y 1n .  .monomial ideal J, then s I s a ??? a .k 1 d  /k
 .Proof. This follows immediately from the proof of 2.10 .
We close this section with the following remark and example that are
 .related to 2.6 .
 .  .2.12 Remark. 2.12.1 If, for all n G 2, I satisfies the condition:
the monomials in I n : X y I n are the monomials in I ny1 I : X y I , .  . .
) .
then the I n-corner-elements are the elements zp , where z is an I-corner-
element and p is a monomial generator of I ny1. Therefore the first
 .  n.  n.statement in 2.4 can be used to compute s I s l I for all n G 1m
when just the I-corner-elements and the monomial generators of I ny1 are
known.
 .  .2.12.2 If I is a parameter ideal, then I satisfies the condition )
 .of 2.12.1 .
 . w  .x nProof. For 2.12.1 , by HRS1, 3.2 the I -corner-elements are the
 n . nmonomials in I : X y I and the I-corner-elements are the monomials
 .  .in I : X y I. 2.12.1 readily follows from this.
 .  .Proposition 2.6 shows that 2.12.2 holds.
When we work with a parameter ideal I, we know the monomial
n  . ngenerators f of I and 2.6 shows that the I -corner-elements are the
elements zg, where z is the I-corner-element and g is a monomial
generator of I ny1. And if I is a monomial ideal that satisfies the condition
 .  . n) of 2.12.1 , then the I -corner-elements are also of the form zg.
 .Unfortunately, if I is not a parameter ideal, then: 1 zg need not be an
n  .  .I -corner-element even in the case n s 2 ; 2 we may have a corner
n  .element for I even with n s 2 that is not of the form zg. The following
example shows both of these.
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 .   . .2.13 EXAMPLE. Let R, M s x, y R be a regular local ring of altitude
5 3 3 2 4 6  .two; let f s x , f s x y , f s x y , f s y ; and let I s f , f , f , f R.1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
Then the I-corner-elements are the elements z s x 4 y2, z s x 2 y3, and z s1 2 3
5 2  10 8 3 7 4 5 6 4 8 3 9 2 10 12 .  .xy . Also, I s x , x y , x y , x y , x y , x y , x y , y R. Then: a
f f s x 5 y6 s f z , so the product of a monomial generator of I and an1 4 2 2
2 I-corner-element is NOT necessarily an I -corner-element since an element in
2 2 .  . 3 8 2I cannot be an I -corner-element . b The element w s x y is an I -
corner-element and is NOT of the form zf with z an I-corner-element and f a
.  5monomial generator of I . Howe¨er, w s xy z , so w is a monomial multiple2
.of one of the corner-elements of I.
3. WHEN IS THE INTERSECTION OF MONOMIAL
IDEALS A MONOMIAL IDEAL?
In this section we consider the question of its title. In this regard, it is
w x w xshown in EH, 3, p. 68 that this holds when R s Z X , . . . , X and1 d
w xx s X for i s 1, . . . , d, and it is shown in T, Lemma 6, p. 17 that thisi i
also holds in the general case for finite collections of monomial ideals that
 .contain a power of x , . . . , x R.1 dy1
However, on the other hand, such an intersection is not always a
monomial ideal. In fact, the intersection of two principal monomial ideals
need not be a monomial ideal. A specific example of this is to let
w x  .  .R s F X, Y, Z , x s X, x s Y X y 1 , and x s Z X y 1 , and note1 2 3
 .  .w  .  .xthat x R l x R s x x R : x R s Y X y 1 Z X y 1 R : Y X y 1 s2 3 2 3 2
 .   .YZ X y 1 R is not a monomial ideal in x , x , x . By 3.4 below, if we let1 2 3
 .  .2X s x , x , x R, I s x R, I s x R, H s YZ X y 1 R and I s I l1 2 3 1 2 2 3 1
 .  k .  .2  I , then YZ X y 1 R s I s H q I l X s YZ X y 1 R q YZ X y2
.   .  ..k .  .2 .1 R l X, Y X y 1 , Z X y 1 R > YZ X y 1 R s H for all k G 1.
wOur main results in this section go well beyond EH, 3, p. 68; T, Lemma
x6, p. 17 . Specifically, we give several necessary and sufficient conditions
for the intersection of finitely many monomial ideals to again be a
monomial ideal, and our results show that this holds in the following cases:
each monomial ideal is closed in the X-adic topology on R; X is contained
in the Jacobson radical of a Noetherian ring; or, x , . . . , x is a permutable1 d
R-sequence of a Noetherian ring R. In particular, we recover as corollaries
w xthe above mentioned results in EH, T .
To prove these results, we need some notational conventions and several
preliminary results, so we begin with these. The following definition will be
 .used in the proof of 3.2 .
 .3.1 DEFINITION. A set of monomials p , . . . , p is said to be indepen-1 m
dent in case no p is in the ideal generated by the remaining p .i j
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 . k kq13.2 LEMMA. Let k be a positi¨ e integer and let f g X y X . Then
f s m r p q f , where f g X kq1, r g R y X for i s 1, . . . , m, andis1 i i kq1 kq1 i
p , . . . , p are independent monomials of degree k. Moreo¨er, if I is a1 m
monomial ideal and f g I, then f g I l X kq1 and p , . . . , p are in I.kq1 1 m
Proof. Since f g X k y X kq1, it is readily seen that there exists inde-
pendent monomials p , . . . , p of degree k, elements r , . . . , r in R y X,1 m 1 m
and f g X kq1 such that f s m r p q f .kq1 is1 i i kq1
Now assume that I is a monomial ideal and f g I. Then by resubscript-
ing, if necessary, it may be assumed that p , . . . , p are in I and that1 p
p , . . . , p are not in I. It will now be shown that p s m.pq1 m
For this, suppose that p - m and let s , . . . , s be an independent set1 s
of monomial generators of I. Then f y  p r p s m r p q f sis1 i i ispq1 i i kq1
s a s for some a , . . . , a in R, so there exist independent monomialsis1 i i 1 s
t , . . . , t in X kq1 and elements b , . . . , b in R such that1 t 1 t
m s t
r p y a s y b t s 0. ) .  i i i i i i
ispq1 is1 is1
w xNow T, Corollary 2, p. 8 shows that if m , . . . , m are independent1 n
monomials and m c m s 0, where each c g R, then each c is in X, sois1 i i i i
 .  .it follows from ) since no r is in X that the set of monomialsi
p , . . . , p , s , . . . , s , t , . . . , t is not independent. However,pq1 m 1 s 1 t
p , . . . , p are independent and no p is in the idealpq1 m i
s , . . . , s , t , . . . , t R , .1 s 1 t
so p , . . . , p , s , . . . , s , t , . . . , t can be reduced to an independent setpq1 m 1 s 1 t
of monomials that generate the ideal
p , . . . , p , s , . . . , s , t , . . . , t R .pq1 m 1 s 1 t
and that contains all the monomials p , . . . , p . By resubscripting thepq1 m
s and t , if necessary, let this independent set be p , . . . ,i j pq1
p , s , . . . , s , t , . . . , t for some c F s and e F t possibly there are no sm 1 c 1 e i
.andror t . Now if i ) c, then s is in the idealj i
p , . . . , p , s , . . . , s , t , . . . , t R , .pq1 m 1 c 1 e
w  .x  .so since s , . . . , s are independent, HRS1, 2.2.1 shows that either: a1 s
 .s g p R for some j s p q 1, . . . , m; or b s g t R for some j s 1, . . . , e.i j i j
 .If a holds, then since s and p are monomials and p f s R it followsi j j i
that s g p X, say s s p x9 with x9 g X. Therefore by combining thei j i j
 .terms r p and a s in ) we get r y a x9 as the coefficient of p , andj j i i j i j
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 .this coefficient is not in X. And if b holds, then the two summands
 .involving s and t in ) can be combined. And, similarly, if j ) e, theni j
t is in the idealj
p , . . . , p , s , . . . , s , t , . . . , t R , .pq1 m 1 c 1 e
w  .x  .so since t , . . . , t are independent, HRS1, 2.2.1 shows that either: c1 t
 .t g p R for some i s p q 1, . . . , m; or d t g s R for some i s 1, . . . , c.j i j i
 . kq1 kq1If c holds, then t g p X, since t g X and p f X , say t s p x0j i j i j i
 .with x0 g X. Therefore by combining the terms r p and b t in ) wei i j j
get r y b x0 as the coefficient of p , and this coefficient is not in X. Andi j i
 .  .if d holds, then the two summands involving t and s in ) can bej i
combined.
 .By similarly combining the summands involving the other s with i ) ti
 .  .and t with j ) e with the other summands in ) , we obtain aj
sum involving only the independent monomials p , . . . , p ,pq 1 m
s , . . . , s , t , . . . , t that is equal to zero and that has the coefficients of1 c 1 e
w xp , . . . , p not in X, and this contradicts T, Corollary 2, p. 8 . There-pq1 m
fore the supposition that p - m leads to a contradiction, so p s m.
Finally, f s f y m r p g I, and f g X kq1, so f g I l X kq1.kq1 is1 i i kq1 kq1
 .If it is assumed that x , . . . , x is a permutable R-sequence in 3.2 , then1 d
 .the proof concerning the sum ) can be simplified. Specifically, it follows
 . m kq1 kq1from ) that  r p g I q X , so r p g I q X qispq1 i i pq1 pq1
 .  kq 1p , . . . , p R , so r g J , where J s I q X qpq 2 m pq 1
 . . p , . . . , p R : p R. But J is a monomial ideal since x , . . . , x is apq2 m pq1 1 d
 .  kq1permutable R-sequence; since x , . . . , x R : Rad I q X q1 dy1
 . . w x.p , . . . , p R , a detailed proof is given in T, Theorem 6, p. 20 and Xpq2 m
contains all proper monomial ideals, so since r f X, it follows thatpq1
kq1  .p g I q X q p , . . . , p R. However, p is not in any of thepq1 pq2 m pq1
 .  . ideals p R for i s p q 2, . . . , m , s R for i s 1, . . . , s , and t R fori i i
. w  .xi s 1, . . . , t , and this contradicts HRS1, 2.2.1 . Therefore, p s m.
 .  .In 3.3 we use I ª I* and J ª J9 as in 2.2.2 .
 .  . 3.3 THEOREM. Let I be monomial ideals in R, let I s F I ;a a g V a
4  U 4a g V , let J s F I ; a g V , and let H s J9. Then H is the largesta
 k .monomial ideal that is contained in I, and I s H q I l X for all k G 1.
w  . xProof. EH, 3 , p. 68 shows that J is a monomial ideal in A s
w x  .Z X , . . . , X , so 2.2.2 shows that H is a monomial ideal, and H is1 d
clearly contained in I. And if p is a monomial in I, then p g I for alla
a g V, so p * g IU for all a g V, hence p * g J, so p s p *9 g J9 s H.a
Therefore H is the ideal generated by the monomials that are contained in
I, so H is the largest monomial ideal that is contained in I.
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 k .Therefore, since H : I, it follows that H q I l X : I for all k G 1,
 k .so to show that I s H q I l X for all k G 1 it suffices to show that if k
 k .is a given positive integer and f g I, then f g H q I l X .
For this, fix k G 1, and let f g I. Also, let n be such that f g X n y X nq1.
 n nSince I : X, f is in X for some n G 1, and if f g X for all n G 1, then
 k . . it is clear that f g H q I l X , as desired. If n G k, then f g H q I
k . n nq1l X , as desired, so it may be assumed that n - k. Then f g X y X ,
 .so since f g I and I is contained in each of the monomial ideals I , 3.2a
shows that f s g q f , where g s m r p with each p a monomialn nq1 n is1 i i i
in I for all a g V and with f g I l X nq1 for all a g V. It nowa nq1 a
follows that each p U is in IU for all a g V, so each p U g J; hence eachi a i
UX m p g p is in J9 s H, so g s  r p g H. Also, f g F I li i n is1 i i nq1 a
nq1 4 nq1  nq1.X ; a g V s I l X , so f g g q f l H q I l X .n nq1
Now repeat the argument of the preceding paragraph with f in placenq1
of f to see that f s g q f with g g H and f g I l X nq2,nq1 nq1 nq2 nq1 nq2
 nq2 .so f s g q f s g q g q f g H q I l X . Therefore a fi-n nq1 n nq1 nq2
 k .nite number of repetitions of this shows that f g H q I l X , so it
k .follows that I s H q I l X for all k G 1.
 .  .3.4 COROLLARY. With the notation of 3.3 , the following statements are
equi¨ alent:
 .3.4.1 I is a monomial ideal.
 .3.4.2 I s H.
 .  k .3.4.3 H s H q I l X for all k G 1.
 .  k .3.4.4 H s H q I l X for some k G 1.
 .  .  .Proof. 3.4.1 m 3.4.2 by the first statement in 3.3 , and the last
 .  .  .  .statement in 3.3 shows that 3.4.2 m 3.4.3 m 3.4.4 .
 .  .  .3.5 Remark. 3.5.1 Concerning 3.3 , modularity shows that I s I l
 k . kH q X for all k G 1, so I : H q X for all k G 1. Therefore, since
H : I, it follows that, for all k G 1, I q X k s H q X k is a monomial ideal
 .even though I may not be .
 .  .3.5.2 The following statements are equivalent: a I is a monomial
 . k  . k  .ideal; b I l X : H for all k G 1; c I l X : H for some k G 1; d
k k  . k kI l X s H l X for all k G 1; and, e I l X s H l X for some
k G 1.
 .  .  .  .  .  .Proof. For 3.5.2 , 3.4.1 m 3.4.3 m 3.4.4 shows that a m b m
 .  .  .  .  .c . Also, since H : I, it follows that b m d and that c m e .
 .3.6 COROLLARY. If a monomial ideal H in R is closed in the X-adic
 . w xtopology on R and J are monomial ideals in Z X , . . . , X such thata a g V 1 d
 4  X 4H* s F J ; a g V , then H s F J ; a g V .a a
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X  .Proof. For each a g V let I s J , so the last part of 2.2.2 shows thata a
XU U  4  .  X 4J s J s I . Let I s F I ; a g V , so: a I s F J ; a g V . Thena a a a a
 . UX   4.   U 4.H s H*9, by 2.2.2 , H s F J ; a g V 9 s F I ; a g V 9, anda a
  U 4.F I ; a g V 9 is the largest monomial idea that is contained in I sa
 4  .F I ; a g V by 3.3 . Therefore, if H is closed in the X-adic topology ona
 k 4   k . 4R, then H s F H q X ; k G 1 , so H contains F H q I l X ; k G 1
  ..  .  Xs I by 3.3 , and I contains H, by 3.3 , so H s I, hence H s F J ;a
4  .a g V by a .
 .  4  U3.7 Remark. If V s 1, . . . , g , and if I s I l ??? l I and H s I1 g 1
U .  .  .  .l ??? l I 9 are as in 3.3 , then Rad I s Rad H .g
Proof. It is clear that I ??? I is a monomial ideal contained in I, so1 g
 .  .I ??? I : H : I s I l ??? l I by 3.3 , hence it follows that Rad I s1 g 1 g
 .  .Rad I ??? I s Rad H .1 g
w xThe following result was proved in T, Lemma 6, p. 17 . We give it here
 .with a new proof to partly explain why Diane Taylor proved her intersec-
tion theorem the intersection of finitely many monomial ideals is again a
.monomial ideal only for the case that each monomial ideal contains a
power of x for at least i s 1, . . . , d y 1.i
 . a3.8 COROLLARY. Let I , . . . , I be monomial ideals and let X s1 g
 . a  .x , . . . , x R. If X : Rad I for i s 1, . . . , g, then I l ??? l I is a1 dy1 i 1 g
monomial ideal in R.
Proof. Let I s I l I . Then, if it is shown that I is a monomial ideal,1 2
a  .then X : Rad I , so repetitions show that I l ??? l I is a monomial1 g
ideal. Therefore it suffices to prove that I is a monomial ideal.
For this, the proof will be to show that I is a monomial ideal in each of
 .  .  .  . athe following three cases: a X : Rad I ; b X : Rad I and X :1
 .  . a  . U URad I ; c X : Rad I . For all three cases let J s I l I and H s J92 1 2
 .  .be as in 3.3 for g s 2 , so H is a monomial ideal in R such that
 .  .  .Rad H s Rad I by 3.7 .
 .  .  .For a , the hypothesis implies that Rad H s Rad X , so since X and
H are monomial ideals and since monomial ideals are finitely generated, it
k  k 4follows that X : H for all large k. Therefore H s F H q X ; k G 1 ;
hence H is closed in the X-adic topology on R, so the conclusion follows
 .from 3.6 .
 . n anFor b , let n be large enough that both X : I and X : I , and1 2
note that X 2 ny1 : X an q x n R. Therefore I l X 2 ny1 s I l I l X 2 ny1d 1 2
2 ny1  an n . an  n . s I l X : I l X q x R s X q x R l I by modularity2 2 d d 2
. an n n .  . an nand the choice of n s X q x I : x R . Now d X and x R ared 2 d d
 . an n n .contained in I and e X and x I : x R are contained in I . Also,1 d 2 d 2
an n n. anX and x I : x R are monomial ideals, so the monomial ideal X qd 2 d
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n n .  .  .  .x I : x R is contained in I l I by d and e ; hence 3.3 shows thatd 2 d 1 2
an n n . 2 ny1X q x I : x R : H. Therefore, it follows that I l X : H, sod 2 d
 2 ny1.  .  .H q I l X : H; hence I is a monomial ideal by 3.4.4 « 3.4.1 .
 . an nFinally, for c let n be large enough that both X : I and I : x R1 d
and I : x n R have no monomial generators with x as a factor. Then2 d d
2 ny1  an n . an  n . X l I : X q x R l I s X q x R l I by modularity andd d
. an n n . an nw n .  n .xthe choice of n s X q x I : x R s X q x I : x R l I : x R ,d d d 1 d 2 d
n and for j s 1, 2, I : x R is a monomial ideal in x , . . . , x by the choicej d 1 dy1
.  .  .of n . Therefore by a applied to monomial ideals in d y 1 parameters it
 n .  n . n n .follows that I : x R l I : x R is a monomial ideal, so x I : x R is a1 d 2 d d d
monomial ideal contained in I. Also, X an is a monomial ideal contained
2 ny1 an n n . anin I, so it follows that X l I : X q x I : x R and that X qd d
n n .x I : x R is a monomial ideal that is contained in I, so it is contained ind d
 .  2 ny1 .H by 3.3 . Therefore H q X l I : H, so I is a monomial ideal by
 .  .3.4.4 « 3.4.1 .
 .The following result will be sharpened in 3.10 below.
 .3.9 COROLLARY. If R is a Noetherian ring and X is contained in the
Jacobson radical of R, and if I , . . . , I are monomial ideals in R, then1 g
I l ??? l I is a monomial ideal in R.1 g
Proof. If X is contained in the Jacobian radical of a Noetherian ring,
 k 4then F H q X ; k G 1 s H for all ideals H : X, so each monomial
ideal H is closed in the X-adic topology on R, hence this follows
 .immediately from 3.6 .
 .3.10 THEOREM. Assume that x , . . . , x is a permutable R-sequence in a1 d
Noetherian ring R and let I , . . . , I be monomial ideals in R. Then I s I1 g 1
l ??? l I is a monomial ideal in R.g
 U U .  .Proof. Let H s J9 s I l ??? l I 9 be as in 3.3 and assume it is1 g
known that
if H : P g Spec R then HR s IR . )) .  .P P
Then if P , . . . , P are the maximal prime divisors of H, then H s1 k
 4  4F HR l R; j s 1, . . . , k s F IR l R; j s 1, . . . , k = I, and I = HP Pj j
 .  .  .by 3.3 . Therefore, H s I, so I is a monomial ideal by 3.4.2 « 3.4.1 .
 .Thus it remains to show that )) holds.
 .  .For this, let P g Spec R such that H : P, so I : P by 3.7 . Since
x , . . . , x is a permutable R-sequence, it may be assumed that x , . . . , x1 d 1 c
are in P and that x , . . . , x are not in P. Let A be the polynomialcq1 d
w x  .ring Z X , . . . , X , let N s X , . . . , X A , and let B s1 d 1 c
 .w x w xQ X , . . . , X X , . . . , X , so B s A , where S s Z X , . . . , X ycq1 d 1 c S cq1 d
 40 and Q is the field of rational numbers. Then for a monomial p in R
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 .  .  .resp., h in A , let p * resp., h9 be as in 2.2.2 for R and A, so p g P
 .  .resp., h g N if and only if p resp., h has at least one of x , . . . , x1 c
 .  .resp., X , . . . , X as a factor if and only if p * g N resp., h9 g P .1 c
Therefore it is readily checked by considering a set of monomial genera-
. Utors that, for j s 1, . . . , g, I : P if and only if I : N, so it follows thatj j
I , . . . , I are contained in P and I , . . . , I are not contained in P if and1 k kq1 g
only if IU , . . . , IU are contained in N and IU , . . . , IU are not contained1 k kq1 g
 .in N. Also, with a and n in place of ) and 9, respectively, as in 2.2.2 for
 .R and B, it follows again by considering a set of monomial generatorsP
 .  .a U   . .  .Ãthat a I R s I B resp., I *B s I R for j s 1, . . . , k; bj P j j j P
 .a  .aHR s J9R s JB.P P
  ..Now the ideals in R that correspond as in 3.3 to H and I in R are,P
  .a .4  . Ãrespectively, F I R ; j s 1, . . . , k s K, say and F I R ; j sj P j P
4  .1, . . . , k s L, say . Therefore, since R is a local ring, it follows fromP
 .3.9 that K s L, so if it is shown that L s IR and K s HR , then itP P
 .follows that HR s IR ; hence )) holds, as desired.P P
  4.  4For this, IR s F I ; j s 1, . . . , g R s F I R ; j s 1, . . . , k s L,P j P j P
 .a 4  U 4   ..   Uand F I R ; j s 1, . . . , k s F I B; j s 1 ??? k by a s F I ;j P j j
4.   .a 4.  .Ã Ãj s 1, . . . , g B s JB, so K s F I R ; j s 1, . . . , k s JB sj P
aÃ .   ..HR by b s HR .P P
 . w  .Theorem 3.11 is a slight generalization of EH, 4 , p. 68; T, Theorem
x5, p. 9 .
 .3.11 THEOREM. If C is a collection of monomial ideals of R which is
closed under finite intersections and sums, then C partially ordered by
.inclusion is a distributi¨ e lattice under these operations.
R  .  4Proof. Let f : C ª 2 by f I s p ; p is a monomial in I , where
I g C. Then f is clearly one-to-one and preserves inclusions. Also, if
I, J g C, then I q J and I l J are in C, by hypothesis, and it is clear that
 .  .  .  .  .  .f I q J s f I j f J and f I l J s f I l f J . Therefore f is a lat-
tice isomorphism onto the distributive lattice partially ordered by inclu-
.   . 4sion f I ; I g C, j , l , and the conclusion readily follows from this.
 . 3.12 Remark. For the sets C in this remark, we consider R as a
 .monomial ideal generated by the monomial 1 ; so R is in each of these
.sets C. It should be noted that each of the following sets of monomial
 .ideals satisfies the hypothesis on C in 3.11 :
 .   .  .4i C s I; I is a monomial ideal in R and x , . . . , x R : Rad I1 dy1
 w x  ..by T, Lemma 6, p. 17 or 3.8 .
 .  4ii C s I; I is a monomial ideal in R , if R is Noetherian and X is
  ..contained in the Jacobson radical of R by 3.9 .
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 .  4iii C s I; I is a monomial ideal in R , if R is Noetherian and
  ..x , . . . , x is a permutable R-sequence by 3.10 .1 d
 .  4  n 4iv C s I; I is a monomial ideal in R , if I s F I q X ; n G 1 for
  .. all monomial ideals I in R by 3.6 and this holds when R is a
w xpolynomial ring C X , . . . , X over a Noetherian ring C and x s X for1 d i i
 .i s 1, . . . , d; an important special case of this is R s F A, Y s
 .w x  .ArY y , . . . , y the form ring of A with respect to Y and with x s y1 d i i
 .the Y-leading form of y for i s 1, . . . , d, where A is a Noetherian ringi
.and Y is generated by a permutable A-sequence y , . . . , y .1 d
 .  4  .v C s I; I is a monomial ideal in R , where R s R A, Y s
w y1 x  .A t , ty , . . . , ty the Rees ring of A with respect to Y and with x s ty1 d i i
 .for i s 1, . . . , d, where A and Y s y , . . . , y A are as in the last part of1 d
 .iv .
Proof. It is readily checked that the sum of two monomial ideals is a
 .  .  .monomial ideal, so the set C in i ] iv satisfies the hypothesis of 3.11 by
the cited references.
 . w  .x  .For v , it is shown in S, 3.5.4 that if A and Y are as in iv , then
 .  .ty , . . . , ty is a permutable R A, Y -sequence, so the set C of v satisfies1 d
 .  .the hypothesis of 3.11 by iii .
 .  .  .  .3.13 Remark. The following hold in each of the cases i ] v of 3.12 :
 .3.13.1 If I g C and p is a monomial, then I: p R g C. Therefore, if
 .I g C and J is a monomial ideal, then I: J g C. Moreover, I : J s I* : J*
 .and I : J s I* : J* 9.
 .3.13.2 If I g C is such that no monomial generator of I has x as ad
factor, then I: x R s I.d
 . w xProof. For 3.13.1 , monomial ideals are finitely generated, by T, p. 16 ,
 .  4so if J s p , . . . , p R, then I: J s F I: p R; i, . . . , n . Therefore to1 n i
prove that I: J g C it suffices to prove that if p is a monomial in R, then
I: p R is in C, and since R g C, it may be assumed that p f I.
 . w x  .  .For this, for i this is proved in T, Theorem 6, p. 20 . And for ii , iii ,
 .   ..and v , since each finite intersection of ideals in C is again in C by 3.12 ,
 .it is shown in 4.9 below that there exist finitely many ideals of the form
 a1 ah .J s x , . . . , x R whose intersection is I, so it suffices to show that J:t 1. t h.
 .p R g C and it may be assumed that p f J . But for this, since x , . . . , x1 d
is a permutable R-sequence, it is readily checked that J: p R is of the form
 b1 bh .x , . . . , x R for some positive integers b F a for i s 1, . . . , h.t 1. t h. i i
Therefore J: p R g C, since C is the set of all monomial ideals.
 .  n 4   n 4.And for iv , I s F I q X ; n G 1 , so I: p R s F I q X ; n G 1 :
 n. 4  .  n.p R s F I q X : p R; n G 1 s L say , and each ideal I q X : p R is
w x w n. xa monomial ideal by T, Theorem 6, p. 20 . Let K s F I q X : p R *;
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4 w xn G 1 , so K is a monomial ideal, by EH ; hence K 9 is a monomial ideal,
 n.  .and L s K 9 q L l X for all n G 1, by 3.3 . Therefore K 9 : L, L s
 n. n  n 4K 9 q L l X : K 9 q X for all n G 1, and F K 9 q X ; n G 1 s K 9,
 .by hypothesis since K 9 is a monomial ideal ; hence it follows that K 9 s L.
And L s I: p R, by definition, so I: p R s K 9 is a monomial ideal; hence
I: p R g C.
 .Now for the last statement in 3.13.1 , the monomial ideals in A s
w x  .Z X , . . . , X are closed in the X , . . . , X A-adic topology, by hypothe-1 d 1 d
sis, so it follows from what was just shown that I* : J* is a monomial ideal.
 .Therefore to show that I : J * s I* : J*, it suffices to show that the
 .monomials in I* : J* are the monomials in I : J *.
For this, a monomial h is in I* : J* if and only if h J* : I* if and only if
 . X h J* 9 : I* s I if and only if h9J*9 : I if and only if h9 g I : J since
.  .  .J*9 s J if and only if h s h9* g I : J *. Therefore I* : J* s I : J *;
 .  .  .hence I : J s I : J *9 s I* : J* 9, so 3.13.1 holds.
 .Finally, for 3.13.2 note that the hypothesis implies that no monomial
generator of I* has X as a factor, so since X , . . . , X is a permutabled 1 d
 .A-sequence it follows that I* : X A s I*. Therefore 3.13.2 follows im-d
 .   . .mediately from the last statement in 3.13.1 , since I: x R s I* : x R * 9d d
 .  .s I* : X A 9 s I* 9 s I.d
 .3.14 Remark. Assume that each monomial ideal in R is closed in the
X-adic topology on R. Then x , . . . , x is a permutable R-sequence in the1 d
 .  .  n 4  .following two cases: a each x is regular in R; b F X ; n G 1 s 0 .i
 .  4Proof. It follows from 3.13.1 that if t is a permutation of 1, . . . , d
and if I is the ideal generated by x , . . . , x for i s 1, . . . , d y 1, theni t 1. t  i.
w . x w . xI : x R s X , . . . , X A : X A 9 s X , . . . , X A 9 si t  iq1. t 1. t  i. t  iq1. t 1. t  i.
 .  .x , . . . , x R s I . Therefore if a holds, then it follows that x , . . . , xt 1. t  i. i 1 d
 .is a permutable R-sequence. And if b holds, then since each of the ideals
  4.I for each permutation t of 1, . . . , n is closed in the X-adic topology oni
 . w xR by hypothesis , it follows from M, Theorem 27, p. 98 that x , . . . , x is1 d
a permutable R-sequence.
4. THE PARAMETRIC DECOMPOSITION
OF A MONOMIAL IDEAL
 .In this section we show in 4.9 that each ideal in a set C of monomial
ideals has a unique irredundant decomposition as a finite intersection of
  ..generalized-parameter ideals see 4.6 when C is closed under finite
  .  .  ..intersections and this holds in the case i ] v of 3.12 . To prove this, we
need the following definitions and preliminary results.
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 .  .4.1 DEFINITION. With the fixed notation, m J denotes the set of
monomials in an arbitrary ideal J.
 .  .4.2 Remark. Concerning 4.1 , it is clear that if I and J are two ideals
 .  .  .  .  .of R, then m I l m J s m I l J , and that if I : J, then m I : m J .
 .4.3 LEMMA. Let K be an ideal and let Y and Z be distinct parameter
 .  .  .  .ideals. If m Y l K s m Z l K , then m K : m Y l Z .
 a1 ad.  b1 bd.Proof. Let Y s x , . . . , x R and Z s x , . . . , x R, and let w be1 d 1 d
a monomial in K, say w s x c1 ??? x cd. Suppose w f Y, so c - a for1 d i i
  .  .  . i s 1, . . . , d and w f Z else w g m Z l m K s m Z l K s m Y l
.  .  ..K by hypothesis : m Y , so c - b for i s 1, . . . , d. Now Y / Z, soi i
either a - b or b - a for some i s 1, . . . , d. If a - b , then c - a - b ,i i i i i i i i i
aiyc i  . so u s x w g m Y and u f Z since c - b for j s 1, . . . , d and thei j j
.  .exponent on x in u is a y c q c s a - b . But since u g m Y li i i i i i
 .  .  .  .  .m K s m Y l K s m Z l K by hypothesis : m Z , it follows that
 .u g m Z , and this is a contradiction. A similar argument shows that if
biyc i  .  .  .b - a , then ¨ s x w g m Z and ¨ f Y, so ¨ g m Z l m K si i i
 .  .  .m Z l K s m Y l K : m Y , and this is again a contradiction. There-
 .  .fore the supposition that w f Y leads to a contradiction, so m K : m Y ,
 .  .and by the symmetry in the roles of Y and Z it follows that m K : m Z ;
 .  .  .  .hence m K : m Y l m Z s m Y l Z .
 .  .4.4 COROLLARY. With the notation of 4.3 , if K is a monomial ideal
and if Y l K s Z l K, then K : Y l Z.
 .  .  .  .  .Proof. Lemma 4.3 shows that m K : m Y l Z s m Y l m Z .
 .And is K is a monomial ideal, then m K generates K, so it follows that
  . .K : Y l Z since Y and Z are parameter and hence monomial ideals .
 .4.5 Remark. Let x , . . . , x and R and X , . . . , X and A s1 d 1 d
w x  .Z X , . . . , X be as in 2.2.2 .1 d
 .4.5.1 If I , . . . , I are monomial ideals in R such that I l ??? l I1 g 1 g
 . U U  Uis a monomial ideal, then I l ??? l I * s I l ??? l I and I l ??? l1 g 1 g 1
U .I 9 s I l ??? l I .g 1 g
 .4.5.2 If, moreover, I l ??? l I is also a monomial ideal fort 1. t  gy1.
 4all permutations t of 1, . . . , g , then I l ??? l I is an irredundant1 g
intersection if and only if IU l ??? l IU is an irredundant intersection.1 g
 . U UProof. For 4.5.1 let I s I l ??? l I and J s I l ??? l I . Then I1 g 1 g
is a monomial ideal, by hypothesis, so it is clear that I* : J. And if h is a
monomial in J, then h g IU for j s 1, . . . , g, so h9 g IUX s I for j sj j j
1, . . . , g, so h9 g I; hence h s h9* g I*, so since J is a monomial ideal, by
w xEH, 3, p. 68 , it follows that J : I*. Therefore J s I*, and so I l ??? l I1 g
 U U .s I s I*9 s J9 s I l ??? l I 9.1 g
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 .For 4.5.2 , assume that I l ??? l I is a monomial ideal for allt 1. t  gy1.
 4permutations t of 1, . . . , g . Also, assume that I l ??? l I is an irredun-1 g
dant intersection and suppose that IU l ??? l IU is a redundant intersec-1 g
tion. Then by resubscripting, if necessary, it may be supposed that IU = IU1 2
U UX  U U . UX UX l ??? l I . Then I s I = I l ??? l I 9 s I l ??? l I by the hy-g 1 1 2 g 2 g
.pothesis and the preceding paragraph applied to g y 1 ideals s I2
l ??? l I , and this is a contradiction. Therefore, if I l ??? l I is ang 1 g
irredundant intersection, then IU l ??? l IU is an irredundant intersec-1 g
tion.
Finally, the proof that I l ??? l I is an irredundant intersection when1 g
IU l ??? l IU is an irredundant intersection is similar to the preceding1 g
paragraph.
To prove the main result in this section, which gives a unique irredun-
dant generalized-parametric decomposition of a monomial ideal, we need
  .  ..the following definition that extends 2.1.2 and 2.1.3 .
 .  44.6 DEFINITION. Let t be a permutation of 1, . . . , d , let h g
 4 a1 ah1, . . . , d , let a , . . . , a be nonnegative integers, and let z s x ??? x .1 h r 1. t h.
 .  a1q1 ahq1 .Then P z s x , . . . , x R is called a generalized-parameter ideal.t 1. t h.
Also, if I is a monomial ideal, then z is called a generalized-corner-ele-
 .   .ment for I in case P z is a generalized-parameter ideal of I that is, P z
 ..appears as a factor in the decomposition of I as in 4.9 .
 .In 4.7 we give one example of generalized-corner-elements and gener-
alized-parameter ideals.
 . w x  2 2 34.7 EXAMPLE. Let A s Z X , Y , Z and I s X Y Z ,
3 2 3 2 4 5 2 6 5.X YZ , X Y Z, X YZ, X Y , X Z A. Then the monomial prime ideals
 .  .  .  .that contain I are XA, X, Y A, X, Z A, Y, Z A, and X, Y, Z A. And
IA is generated by X 2, so the IA -corner-element is X ; IA isX A X A  X , Y . A
generated by X 6, X 3Y, X 2 Y 2, so the IA -corner-elements are X , Y . A
X 5, X 2 Y; IA is generated by X 5, X 3Z, X 2Z 3, so the IA - X , Z . A  X , Z . A
corner-elements are X 4, X 2Z 2; IA is generated by Y 2, YZ, Z5, soY , Z . A
4   . .that IA -corner-elements are Y, Z ; and, I: X, Y, Z A y I sY , Z . A
X 3YZA, so the I-corner-element is X 3YZ. Therefore the generalized-
corner-elements of I are the elements X, X 5Y 0, X 2 Y, X 4Z 0, X 2Z 2,
YZ 0, Y 0Z4, and X 3YZ, so it follows that the generalized-parameter ideals
2  6 .  3 2 .  5 .  3 3.of I are the ideals X A, X , Y A, X , Y A, X , Z A, X , Z A,
 2 .  5 .  4 2 2 .Y , Z A , Y , Z A , an d X , Y , Z A ; h en ce I s
2  6 .  3 2 .  5 .  3 3.  2 .X A l X , Y A l X , Y A l X , Z A l X , Z A l Y , Z A l
 5.  4 2 2 .Y, Z A l X , Y , Z A is the unique generalized-parametric decom-
position of I.
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 . 4.8 Remark. It should be noted that every parameter ideal as de-
 ..fined in 2.1.2 is a generalized-parameter ideal and every corner-element
  ..  .as defined in 2.1.3 is a generalized-corner-element. Also, although 4.6
specifies that a generalized-parameter ideal is a proper monomial ideal, we
will adopt the convention that R is also a generalized-parameter ideal, and
it then follows that the monomial ideal R also has a unique generalized-
 .  . parametric decomposition as in 4.9 viz. R s R . This simplifies state-
ments of results by not having to continually specify that the monomial
.ideals under consideration are proper.
w xIn EH, p. 68 it was shown that every monomial ideal in A s
w xZ X , . . . , X is an irredundant finite intersection of generalized-parame-1 d
 .ter ideals. In the following proof of 4.9 we use our notion of generalized-
w xcorner-elements and a constructive result from HRS1 to reprove this
 .result; however, the main thrust of 4.9 is the uniqueness of such a
 .decomposition. The uniqueness proof is difficult, but we feel well worth
the effort, and as a bonus we are able to deduce several interesting
corollaries.
 .  .4.9 THEOREM Unique parametric decomposition . Fix a monomial
ideal I in R, let D be the set of all monomial ideals in R that contain I, and
assume that D is closed under finite intersections. Then e¨ery ideal in D is an
irredundant finite intersection of generalized-parameter ideals, and such a
 .representation is unique up to the order of the factors .
Proof. Assume first that R is Noetherian and that x , . . . , x is a1 d
permutable R-sequence. Then it will first be shown in this case that each
monomial ideal is a finite intersection of generalized-parameter ideals.
  .For this, let I be a proper monomial ideal by 4.8 it may be assumed
.that I / R , let P be a prime divisor of I, and let Q be a P-primary
 .component of I. Here we are using the hypothesis that R is Noetherian.
By resubscripting, if necessary, it may be assumed that x , . . . , x are in P1 h
and that x , . . . , x are not in P since x , . . . , x is a permutablehq1 d 1 d
.  . n nR-sequence , so for all large n it holds that: a I: y R : Q : y R s Q,
 . nwhere y s x ??? x ; b x g Q for i s 1, . . . , h. Also, if n is large, thenhq1 d i
J s I : y nR is a monomial ideal whose monomial generators involve only
 .  .x , . . . , x , and it follows from a that I : J : Q. And by b , it follows1 h
 n n.that K s J, x , . . . , x R is a monomial ideal that is contained in Q, and1 h
 .  . .it is clear that I : K and that Rad K s Rad x , . . . , x R . Therefore1 h
w  .x HRS1, 4.1 shows that K is a finite intersection of parameter ideals in
.x , . . . , x , say K s Y l ??? l Y , so I : Y l ??? l Y s K : Q. Thus,1 h 1 k k
since I is a finite intersection of primary ideals, it follows that I is a finite
intersection of generalized-parameter ideals.
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Now let Y l ??? l Y and Z l ??? l Z be two irredundant decompo-1 n 1 m
sitions of I as finite intersections of generalized-parameter ideals. Then to
complete the proof of the Noetherian case of this theorem it must be
 4  4shown that Y , . . . , Y s Z , . . . , Z . The proof that this holds will be by1 n 1 m
induction on d.
Since each monomial ideal is a parameter when d s 1, it may be
assumed that d ) 1 and that the conclusion holds for monomial ideals
whose monomial generators involve at most d y 1 distinct parameters.
Therefore it may also be assumed that, for i s 1, . . . , d, there exists at
 .least one monomial generator of I that has x as a factor. If Rad I si
 .  . w  .xRad X , where X s x , . . . , x R, then HRS1, 4.10 shows that1 d
 4  4  .  .Y , . . . , Y s Z , . . . , Z , so it may be assumed that Rad I ; Rad X .1 n 1 m
 . w xFix i such that x f Rad I and let A s R 1rx , so IA s Y A l ??? li i 1
Y A s Z A l ??? l Z A and these intersections are irredundant exceptn 1 m
.for the factors that equal A , since Y l ??? l Y s Z l ??? l Z are1 n 1 m
 .irredundant intersections and since if Y A resp., Z A is proper, thenj j
n  n .Y A l R s Y : x R s Y resp., Z A l R s Z : x R s Z for all large nj j i j j j i j
 .since x , . . . , x is a permutable R-sequence . Therefore, since the mono-1 d
mial generators of IA are power products involving at most d y 1 parame-
 4ters and since each proper ideal in Y A, . . . , Y A, Z A, . . . , Z A is a1 n 1 m
generalized-parameter ideal, it follows by induction on d that
 4  4  .Y A, . . . , Y A s Z A, . . . , Z A , so since Y s Y A l R if x f Rad Y1 n 1 m j j i j
  ..and Z s Z A l R if x f Rad Z and since this holds for each x suchj j i j i
 .  .  .that x f Rad I , it follows that if Rad Y ; Rad X , then Y gi j j
 4  .  .  4Z , . . . , Z and if Rad Z ; Rad X , then Z g Y , . . . , Y . Therefore1 m j j 1 n
by resubscripting, if necessary, it may be assumed that there exists h ) 0
 .  .such that Y s Z for i s 1, . . . , h, that Rad Y s Rad X and Y fi i i i
 4  .  .Z , . . . , Z for i s h q 1, . . . , n, and that Rad Z s Rad X and Zhq1 m j j
 4f Y , . . . , Y for j s h q 1, . . . , m.hq1 n
Let J s Y l ??? l Y , so J s Z l ??? l Z and it remains to show that1 h 1 h
 .  h s n s m so J s I . Note that the hypothesis concerning finite inter-
. sections of ideals in D shows that J is a proper monomial ideal and also
. .that K, K , and N in the next paragraph are proper monomials ideals .1
For this, suppose that h - n so I ; J and h - m, since I s Y l ??? l1
.Y s Z l ??? l Z are irredundant intersections . Let K s J l Yn 1 m hq1
 .  .  .   .  ..l ??? l Y , so c I ; K ; d K l Y s I; so e K ­ Y by c and d .ny1 n n
  .  .  ..Therefore K l Z / I for j s h q 1, . . . , m by 4.4 d , e . Thereforej
 .  .  .  .  ..c ] e hold for K s K l Z in place of K, so 4.4 d , e show that1 hq1
 .  .K l Z / I for j s h q 2, . . . , m. Repetitions of this show that c ] e1 j
hold for N s K l Z l ??? l Z in place of K. But N l Z s I s1 hq2 my1 m
 .  .N l Y , so N : Z l Y by 4.4 , and this contradicts e for N in placen m n
of K. This contradiction shows that h s n, so J s Y l ??? l Y s Y1 h 1
l ??? l Y s I, so I s Y l ??? l Y s Z l ??? l Z ; hence h s m sincen 1 n 1 m
.Z l ??? l Z is an irredundant intersection .1 m
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  ..Now, for the general case, note first that with the notation of 2.2.2 if
 .  w x.H resp., J is a monomial ideal in R resp., A s Z X , . . . , X , then it is1 d
 .clear that H resp., J is a generalized-parameter ideal if and only if H*
 .resp., J9 is. With this in mind, let J g D, let J* be the ideal correspond-
  .. w xing to J as in 2.2.2 in Z X , . . . , X , and by the preceding special case1 d
 .let J* s Y l ??? l Y be the unique up to order irredundant represen-1 n
tation of J* as a finite intersection of generalized-parameter ideals. Then
 . X X J s J*9 s Y l ??? l Y 9 s Y l ??? l Y by the hypothesis on D and1 n 1 n
 ..4.5.1 is a representation of J as an irredundant intersection of general-
  ..ized-parameter ideals by 4.5.2 , so it remains to show that this represen-
 .tation is unique up to order .
For this, assume that Z , . . . , Z are generalized-parameter ideals in R1 m
such that J s Z l ??? l Z is an irredundant intersection. Then J* s1 m
 . U  .Z l ??? l Z * s Z l ??? l Z * by the hypothesis on D and 4.5.1 .1 m 1 m
Therefore ZU l ??? l ZU is a representation of J* as an irredundant1 m
  ..intersection of generalized-parameter ideals by 4.5.2 , so it follows from
the Noetherian case of this theorem that m s n and that, by resubscript-
ing, if necessary, ZU s Y for i s 1, . . . , n. Therefore Z s ZUX s Y X fori i i i i
 .i s 1, . . . , n s m, so J can be represented uniquely up to order as an
irredundant finite intersection of generalized-parameter ideals.
 .The first corollary of 4.9 shows that all ideals in the sets C of
 . .  .3.12 i ] v have a unique irredundant generalized-parameter decomposi-
tion.
 .  . .  .4.10 COROLLARY. If x , . . . , x , R, and C are as in 3.12 i ] v , then1 d
 .each ideal I in C has a unique up to order irredundant decomposition as a
 .finite intersection of generalized-parameter ideals, namely, I s P z l ??? l1
 .P z , where z , . . . , z are the generalized-corner-elements of I.m 1 m
 . .  .Proof. For each set C of 3.12 i ] v , fix an ideal I g C and let D be
the set of all ideals in C that contain I. Then D is the set of all monomials
  .  .  ..ideals in R that contain I by the definition of C in i ] v of 3.12 and D
  . .  ..is closed under finite intersections, since C is by 3.12 i ] v , so this
 .   ..follows immediately from 4.9 together with 4.6 .
 . .  .It should be noted that the 3.12 i part of 4.10 extends one of the
w xmain results in HRS1 from the case when I contains a power of
 . aX s x , . . . , x R to the case when I contains a power of X s1 d
 .x , . . . , x R.1 dy1
 .  .The next corollary of 4.9 extends 4.4 to generalized-parameter ideals.
 .  . .  .4.11 COROLLARY. Let x , . . . , x , R, and C be as in 3.12 i ] v and1 d
let K g C. If Y and Z are distinct generalized-parameter ideals in C such that
Y l K s Z l K, then K : Y l Z.
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  ..Proof. Y l K s Z l K is a monomial ideal, by hypothesis and 3.12 ,
 .so in 4.9 let D be the set of all ideals in C that contain Y l K s Z l K.
 .Then 4.9 shows that Y l K s Z l K and K have unique irredundant
generalized-parametric decompositions, say K s X l ??? l X . Then Y l1 n
X l ??? l X s Z l X l ??? l X is a generalized-parametric decompo-1 n 1 n
sition of Y l K s Z l K, so if Y / Z, then it follows from uniqueness
that K : Y l Z.
 .Corollary 4.12 shows, in particular, that the unique irredundant gener-
alized-parametric decomposition of a monomial ideal I is essentially given
by the corresponding unique irredundant generalized-parametric decom-
w xposition of the corresponding ideal I* in A s Z X , . . . , X .1 d
 .  . .  .4.12 COROLLARY. Let x , . . . , x , R, and C be as in 3.12 i ] v , let1 d
  ..I g C, and let I* be the corresponding ideal as in 2.2.2 in A s
w xZ X , . . . , X . Assume that I* s Y l ??? l Y is a decomposition of I* as1 d 1 g
 .an irredundant intersection of monomial ideals. Then I s Y l ??? l Y 9 s1 g
Y X l ??? l Y X is a decomposition of I as an irredundant intersection of1 g
monomial ideals. Moreo¨er, Y , . . . , Y are generalized-parameter ideals if and1 g
only if Y X, . . . , Y X are generalized-parameter ideals.1 g
 .  .Proof. This readily follows from 4.10 and 4.5 , together with the fact
that the intersection of finitely many monomial ideals in A s
w xZ X , . . . , X is a monomial ideal.1 d
 .  .Corollary 4.13 and Remark 4.14 give interesting decompositions of a
  ..monomial ideal as in 4.9 as a finite intersection of closely related
monomial ideals.
 .  . .  .4.13 COROLLARY. Let x , . . . , x , R, and C be as in 3.12 i ] v and1 d
  .nlet I g C. Then for all large n, I s F I: x ??? x R qt 1. t k .
 n n .  44x , . . . , x R; k s 1, . . . , d and t is a permutation of 1, . . . , d .t kq1. t d.
Proof. Each factor in the intersection contains I, so the conclusion
 .follows immediately from the second paragraph of the proof of 4.9 ,
 .  .together with 4.10 and 4.12 .
 .  .   .n4.14 Remark. It follows from 4.13 that I s F I: x ??? x R;t 1. t k .
 44 k s 1, . . . , d and t is a permutation of 1, . . . , d s F I q
 n n .  44x , . . . , x R; k s 1, . . . , d and t is a permutation of 1, . . . , d for allt 1. t k .
large n.
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5. PARAMETRIC DECOMPOSITIONS IN REES RINGS
AND FORM RINGS
 . .  .If C is as in 3.12 i ] iv and I g C, then I has a unique irredundant
 .generalized-parametric decomposition by 4.10 and then this decomposi-
tion determines the unique irredundant generalized-parametric decompo-
Ä Äw x  .  .  . sition of the ideals I s IR u, t l R R, X , I, u R R, X , and I the
.X-form ideal of I . The purpose of this section is to show this and a similar
result concerning certain factor rings of R. For I, this follows quite
Ä . .  . . directly from 3.12 iv , and 3.12 v suggests this for I but not directly,
. .since R need not inherit the hypothesis on R and x , . . . , x .1 d
We begin with the following definition.
 .  . w x5.1 DEFINITION. For an ideal X in R let R s R R, X s R u, tX
denote the Rees ring of R with respect to X. Here, t is an indeterminate
Ä. w xand u s 1rt. And for an ideal J of R let J denote the ideal JR u, t l R.
 .  . .  .5.2 LEMMA. Let x , . . . , x , R, and C be as in 3.12 i ] iv , let1 d
y , . . . , y be the monomial generators of I g C, and for i s 1, . . . , n let1 n
k i k iq1  .y g X y X . Also, by 4.10 let z , . . . , z be the generalized-corner-ele-i 1 m
   . 4.ments for I so I s F P z ; j s 1, . . . , m , and for j s 1, . . . , m let z gj j
l j l jq1  . a  k1 k n .X y X . Further, let R s R R, X and let I s t y , . . . , t Y R.1 n
Then the following hold:
Ä .    . 4. w x   . w x5.2.1 I s F P z ; j s 1, . . . , m R u, t l R s F P z R u, t lj j&
4  4R; j s 1, . . . , m s F P z ; j s 1, . . . , m . .j
 .5.2.2 there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the monomials
k kq1 k  .k  .kq1y g X y X and the monomials t y g tX R y tX R and this
 .gi¨ es a one-to-one correspondence between the monomial ideals in x , . . . , x1 d
 .in R and the monomial ideals in tx , . . . , tx in R.1 d
 . a a  l j .  l j .5.2.3 I : uR s I and P t z : uR s P t z for j s 1, . . . , m.j j
 . w xProof. 5.2.1 is clear, since R u, t is a localization of the polynomial
w x  .ring R u , and 5.2.2 follows immediately from the well-known fact that
 .tx , . . . , tx , u is an R-sequence. And 5.2.3 also follows from the fact that1 d
 .  .tx , . . . , tx , u is an R-sequence and 3.13.2 with u in place of x .1 d d
  .For 5.3 , if a , . . . , a are nonnegative integers that sum to l and if1 h
a1 ah l  l .  .a1q1  .ahq1 .z s x ??? x , then t z g R and P t z s tx , . . . , tx Rt 1. t h. t 1. t h.
 .is a generalized-parameter ideal by 4.6 applied to tx , . . . , tx in place of1 d
. .x , . . . , x .1 d
 .  .5.3 THEOREM. With the notation of 5.2 , the following hold:
Ä a .5.3.1 I s I is a monomial ideal in the R-sequence tx , . . . , tx .1 d
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l1 lm Ä .5.3.2 t z , . . . , t z are the generalized-corner-elements for I.1 m& &
l j .  .5.3.3 P z s P t z for j s 1, . . . , m, so each of the ideal P z is a .  .j j j
generalized-parameter ideal.
Ä l j .   . 45.3.4 I s F P t z ; j s 1, . . . , m is the unique irredundant general-j
Äized-parametric decomposition of I.
w x w x a w x w xProof. Note first that R 1ru s R u, t , so I R u, t s IR u, t s&
l jÄ w x  . w x  . w x w xIR u, t and P t z R u, t s P z R u, t s P z R u, t . Therefore it fol- .j j j
a Ä l j .  .   . 4lows from 5.2.1 and 5.2.3 that I s I s F P t z ; j s 1, . . . , m andj&
l j .  .  .  .that P z s P t z , so 5.3.1 and the equalities in 5.3.3 and 5.3.4 .j j
 l j .hold. Finally, the comment preceding this theorem shows that each P t zj
 .is a generalized-parameter ideal. Therefore the last part of 5.3.3 holds,
 . and 4.5.2 together with the one-to-one correspondence between mono-
  ..  .mial ideals see 5.2.2 shows that the intersection in 5.3.4 is irredun-
 .  .  .dant; hence the last statement in 5.3.4 holds, so 5.3.2 holds by 4.10 .
It is well known that if k , . . . , k are positive integers and x , . . . , x are1 d 1 d
 k1 k d. k d k i kyk ian R-sequence, then x , . . . , x R l X s  x X for all integers1 d is1 i
 .k G 0. The following corollary of 5.3 shows that this continues to hold for
 .a monomial ideal I s y , . . . , y R in place of the parameter ideal1 n
 k1 k d.x , . . . , x R.1 d
 .  .5.4 COROLLARY. Let R, X, I s y , . . . , y R and k , . . . , k be as in1 n 1 n
 . k n kyk i5.2 . Then I l X s  y X for all k G 0.is1 i
Ä a .  .Proof. I resp., I is a homogeneous ideal in R s R R, X whose
homogeneous elements of degree k are the elements rt k with r g I l X k
 n kyk i.resp., with r g  y X . The conclusion follows from this, sinceis1 i
aÄ  .I s I by 5.3.1 .
To find the unique irredundant generalized-parametric decomposition
Ä .of I, u R we need the following result.
 .5.5 LEMMA. Assume that y g R is such that x , . . . , x , y is an R-1 d
 .sequence. Let C be a set of monomial ideals in x , . . . , x that is closed1 d
Ä Ä . 4under finite intersections and let C s I, y R; I g C . Then C is a set of
 .monomial ideals in x , . . . , x , y that is closed under finite intersections, and1 d
 .  .  .if J , . . . , J g C then J l ??? l J , y R s J , y R l ??? l J , y R, and1 k 1 k 1 k
if the first intersection is irredundant, then so is the second.
ÄProof. It is clear that C is a set of monomial ideals in x , . . . , x , y.1 d
ÄAlso, if K , . . . , K g C, then there exists J , . . . , J g C such that K s1 k 1 k i
 .J , y R for i s 1, . . . , k, and then J l ??? l J g C. Therefore to showi 1 k
Ä that C is closed under finite intersections, it suffices to show that J1
.  .  .l ??? l J , y R s J , y R l ??? l J , y R, and for this it suffices to showk 1 k
 .  .  .that J , y R l ??? l J , y R : J l ??? l J , y R. For this, by induction1 k 1 k
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on k it suffices to show this for k s 2, and then by modularity it suffices to
 . .  .show that J , y R l J q yR : J l J q yR. Therefore it suffices to1 2 1 2
 .  .show that J , y R l J : J l J q yR.1 2 1 2
 .For this, let f g J , y R l J , so there exist j g J and r g R such that1 2 i i
 .f s j q ry s j g J . Therefore ry s j y j g J q J , so r g J q J :1 2 2 2 1 1 2 1 2
 .yR s J q J by 3.13.2 ; hence there exists k g J such that r s k q k .1 2 i i 1 2
 .Therefore j q k y q k y s j q ry s f g J , so j q k y g J ; hence1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2
 .  .j q k y g J l J , so f s j q k y q k y g J l J q yR. Therefore1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2
 .  .J , y R l J : J l J q yR, as desired.1 2 1 2
Finally, assume that J l ??? l J is an irredundant intersection and1 k
 .  .suppose that J , y R l ??? l J , y R is a redundant intersection. Then,1 k
 .by resubscripting, if necessary, it may be assumed that J , y R l ??? l1
 .  .J , y R : J , y R. Therefore the monomial ideal J l ??? l J isky1 k 1 ky1
 .contained in the monomial ideal J , y R, so each monomial generator ofk
J l ??? l J is in one of the ideals generated by one of the monomial1 ky1
 . w  .xgenerators of J , y R, by HRS1, 2.2.1 . Therefore it follows that Jk 1
l ??? l J : J , and this contradicts the hypothesis that J l ??? l J isky1 k 1 k
 .  .an irredundant intersection; hence J , y R l ??? l J , y R is an irredun-1 k
dant intersection.
l j 0  .  .Concerning the notation t z u in 5.6 , note that by 4.6 , if a , . . . , aj 1 h
are nonnegative integers that sum to l and if z s x a1 ??? x ah , then t l zt 1. t h.
and t l zu0 give rise to distinct generalized-parameter ideals in R, namely,
 l .  .a1q1  .ahq1 .  l 0.   l . .P t z s tx , . . . , tx R, while P t zu s P t z , u R.t 1. t h.
 .  .5.6 COROLLARY. With the notation of 5.2 , the generalized-corner-ele-
a Ä l1 0 lm 0 .  .ments for I , u R s I, u R are the elements t z u , . . . , t z u , so1 m
a Ä l j .  .   . . 4I , u R s I, u R s F P t z , u R; j s 1, . . . , m is the unique irredun-j
 a .dant generalized-parametric decomposition of I , u R.
 .  .  . a   l j .Proof. It is shown in 5.3.1 and 5.3.4 that a I s F P t z ;j
Ä4  .  .j s 1, . . . , m . Also, b tx , . . . , tx , u is a R-sequence. Further, c C s1 d
 a 4 I ; I g C is closed under finite intersections. To see this, note that for
Ä a Ä .each I g C, I s I , by 5.3.1 , so given J , . . . , J g C, there exist I in C1 g i&Ä  .such that J s I . Then I l ??? l I g C, so I l ??? lI si i 1 g 1 g&
a Ä .  .  . w xI l ??? l I g C and I l ??? lI s I l ??? l I R u, t l R s1 g 1 g 1 g
Ä Ä w x .  w x .I R u, t l R l ??? l I R u, t l R s I l ??? l I s J l ??? l J ;1 g 1 g 1 g
a Ä . .  .hence J l ??? l J s I l ??? l I g C. Therefore it follows from a ,1 g 1 g
 .  .  .  a .   l j . . 4b , c , and 5.5 that I , u R s F P t z , u R; j s 1, . . . , m is anj
 a .irredundant generalized-parametric decomposition of I , u R, so it is the
 a .unique irredundant generalized-parametric decomposition of I , u R, so
l1 0 lm 0  a .t z u , . . . , t z u are the generalized-corner-elements for I , u R by1 m
 .4.10 .
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 .  .5.7 COROLLARY. With the notation of 5.2 let X , . . . , X be indetermi-1 k
w xnants and let B s R X , . . . , X . Let I g C and let z , . . . , z be the1 k 1 m
generalized-corner-elements for I. Then, for i s 1, . . . , k, z X 0 ???1 1
X 0, . . . , z X 0 ??? X 0 are the generalized-corner-elements for the ideal J si m 1 i
 .   . 4I, X , . . . , X B, so J s F P w ; j s 1, . . . , m , where w s1 i j j
  . .P z , X , . . . , X B.j 1 i
a Ä 4   . 4Proof. Let C s IB; I g C and C s IB q X , . . . , X B; I g C .1 i
a Ä Ä  .  .Then C and C satisfy the hypothesis on C and C in 5.5 , so 5.5 shows
  . 4that F P w ; j s 1, . . . , m is the unique irredundant generalized-j
 . 0parametric decomposition of IB q X , . . . , X B, so z X ???1 i 1 1
X 0, . . . , z X 0 ??? X 0 are the generalized-corner-elements for IB qi m 1 i
 .  .X , . . . , X B by 4.10 .1 i
 .The following result is a corollary of 5.6 , but it is of sufficient interest
to be called a theorem.
 .  .5.8 THEOREM. With the notation of 5.2 assume that both y, x , . . . , x1 d
 .and x , . . . , x , y are R-sequences, let I s y , . . . , y R be a monomial ideal1 d 1 n
in x , . . . , x , let z , . . . , z be the generalized-corner-elements for I, and let 91 d 1 m
denote residue class modulo yR. Then the following hold:
 .  . .  X X .5.8.1 I, y R 9 s I9 s y , . . . , y R9 is a monomial ideal in the R9-1 n
sequence xX , . . . , xX .1 d
 . X X5.8.2 z , . . . , z are the generalized-corner-elements for I9.1 m
 .  .  X .  .5.8.3 P z 9 s P z for j s 1, . . . , m, so each of the ideals P z 9 is aj j j
generalized-parameter ideal.
 .   X . 45.8.4 I9 s F P z ; j s 1, . . . , m is the unique irredundant general-j
ized-parametric decomposition of I9.
Proof. The hypothesis shows that xX , . . . , xX are an R9-sequence, so1 d
 .5.8.1 holds since I is a monomial ideal in x , . . . , x .1 d
Also, I is the irredundant intersection of the m generalized-parameter
 .  .  .ideals P z , by 4.10 , so I, y R is the irredundant intersection of the mj
  . .  .generalized-parameter ideals P z , y R by 5.5 . Therefore I9 sj
 . .I, y R 9 is the irredundant intersection of the m generalized-parameter
  . .  .  .ideals P z , y RryR s P z 9, and it is readily checked that P z 9 sj j j
 X .  .  .P z for j s 1, . . . , m, so 5.8.3 and 5.8.4 hold, and it then follows fromj
 .  .4.10 that 5.8.2 holds.
 .Theorem 5.10 , our final theorem, considers the unique irredundant
generalized-parametric decomposition of the X-form ideal of the mono-
 .mial ideal I. For 5.10 we need the following definition.
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 .  .5.9 DEFINITION. For an ideal X in R let F s F R, X denote the
form ring of R with respect to X. And for an element r of R, r denotes the
X-leading form of r, and J denotes the ideal generated in F by the leading
forms of an ideal J of R.
 .  .  .w xFor 5.10 , it is well known that F R, X ( RrX X , . . . , X , so the1 d
 . .  .conclusions follow quite readily from 3.12 iv and 4.10 . However, we
 .   ..decided to give an alternate proof that uses 5.8 and 5.3 .
 .  .  .5.10 THEOREM. With the notation of 5.2 let F s F R, X . Then the
following hold:
 .  .5.10.1 I s y , . . . , y F is a monomial ideal in the F-sequence1 n
x , . . . , x .1 d
 .5.10.2 z , . . . , z are the generalized-corner-elements for I.1 m
 .  .5.10.3 P z s P z for j s 1, . . . , m, so each of the ideals P z is a .  .j j j
generalized-parameter ideal.
 .   . 45.10.4 I s F P z ; j s 1, . . . , m is the unique irredundant general-j
ized-parametric decomposition of I.
Proof. It is well known that the X-leading forms of x , . . . , x in F are1 d
the elements tx q uR, . . . , tx q uR and that they are an F-sequence.1 d
 w xAlso, the leading form ideal J of an ideal J of R is the ideal JR u, t l
aÄ.  .  .   ..R, u RruR, so I s I, u RruR s I , u RruR by 5.3.1 s
k k1 n .  . t y , . . . , t y , u RruR s y , . . . , y F so I is a monomial ideal1 n 1 n &
 . .  .in x , . . . , x , so 5.10.1 holds and P z s P z , u RruR s .  .1 d j j
l j  . .   ..  . P t z , u RruR by 5.3.3 s P z so P z is a generalized-parameter .j j j
 . .ideal, so 5.10.3 holds .
Finally, u, tx , . . . , tx are an R-sequence since the uR-residue class of1 d
.tx , . . . , tx are an F-sequence , so it follows from what has already been1 d
 .   .  ..  .  .shown and 5.8 together with 5.3.2 and 5.3.4 that 5.10.2 and 5.10.4
hold.
 .5.11 Remark. If R and A are rings and if x , . . . , x and y , . . . , y1 d 1 d
are regular sequences in R and A, respectively, then there exists a
one-to-one correspondence between the monomials and monomial ideals
 .  .between these two rings. Therefore it follows that 5.3 and 5.10 give the
unique irredundant generalized-parametric decompositions of all the
 .monomial ideals that correspond to the monomial ideals in C in R
and F.
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